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Lori Howard is an internationally recognized Executive Career Coach and Leadership Consultant, LinkedIn Expert,
and Professional Resume Writer with 15+ years of experience working and leading in technology.

She is on a mission to help leaders and executives find an epic next job they love and build a career legacy that fills
them with pride while getting the money they deserve.

Lori is an audience favorite, known for her lively and
interactive presentations, seminars, and programs.

All presentations are adaptable in length.
Customized presentations are available by request.

Lori is the perfect Speaker if your audience wants to:

➜ Be recognized as a leader in their industry, sector, or
company

➜ Make an impact through their work
➜ Get the income they desire and deserve

Key Takeaways:

✓ Move from frustrated and stuck to having an
actionable strategy for landing a job you love

✓ Move from invisible to visible with a professional
positioning approach that works

✓ Move from undervalued to knowing the keys to
recognition

LORI’S BIO

Lori has worked with hundreds of
executive-level clients to find their EPIC next job
using her innovative method, the Epic Next Job
System.

After starting her career as an Electrical
Engineer, Lori quickly advanced to Vice
President before launching her own business in
2007.

Lori’s clients choose to engage her not only
because of her results-driven, outcome-based
approach, but also as a result of the expansive
experience, accolades, and results that she
consistently generates with her clients across
the US and globally, which include Executives,
C-Suite, Directors, Managers, and Industry
Specialists.

RAVE REVIEWS

“Lori opened my eyes to a whole new
approach to finding a career that
makes me feel empowered.”

--Cathleen A, Manager

“Through the tools Lori taught, I got that
gig that would have fallen into
daydream territory before.”

--Pat C, Software Executive

“Lori’s approach is consistently
well-balanced between nitty-gritty
get-it-done tactics and long-range
visioning and strategy.”

--Amy J, COO and Co-Founder


